GANS BLANKET REVIVE
BLANKET CONDITIONER and REJUVINATOR
ITEM NUMBER S-1850

GANS LOW-ODOR ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION
FOR HIGHER QUALITY OFFSET TRANSFER!

Gans Blanket Revive is our signature blanket conditioner. With one pass of the blanket, all dried gum, old ink pigment, paper glaze, and offset powder can be easily removed. Gans Blanket Revive will extend the life of your blanket by adding plasticizers to the rubber that your conventional solvents can remove.

Experience LOWER dot gains, BETTER ink transfer and LONGER blanket life with overall higher print quality by using Gans BLANKET REVIVE!

BENEFITS

• Reduces the tack of the printing blanket surface for a quicker release.
• Completely rejuvenates the printing blanket surface.
• Lower odor than most conventional rubber rejuvenators.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

As a Blanket wash:
Saturate the rag or cloth and proceed to clean the blanket in a side to side motion while allowing the product to condition the intended rubber surface.